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Abstract
This document discuss the prospects on the measurement of the differential cross section as
a function of the polar angle of the e- e+ !bb process at 250 GeV centre of mass energy with
the International Linear Collider. We show the results for an analysis assuming the integrated luminosity of 2000 f b 1 foreseen in the baseline project. The measurement requires
determining the charge of both jets identified as originated by a b-quark. The charge measurement is optimally performed using the precise micro-vertex detector of the detector ILD
and the charged kaon identification provided by the dE/dx information of its TPC. Thanks
to the beam polarisation, we can separate the four independent chirality combinations of
the electroweak coupling, enhancing in this way the sensitivity to new physics effects. The
prospects on the precsion on the electroweak couplings determination are presented and
compared with the results from past experiments as LEP or SLC.
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1. Introduction

The International Linear Collider (ILC) [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] is a linear electron-positron collider with
polarised beams that will produce collisions at several energies. In this document, we will focus
on the study of the collisions at centre of mass energy, c.m.e., of 250 GeV (ILC250) but we will
also briefly discuss the part of the data taking program foreseen at the Z-pole mass (GigaZ). The
International Large Detector (ILD) [6] is one of the proposed detectors to measure the interactions.
This detector will be optimised to use Particle Flow (PF) reconstruction algorithms [7, 8, 9] in
order to reconstruct and separate individual particles produced in the collisions. For this, a high
granularity calorimetric system is foreseen to be placed inside a ⇠4 T magnetic field. Moreover, the
ILD will have a high precision tracking system with the first layer placed at 16 mm of the interaction
point to maximise the tracking and vertex reconstruction capabilities. The central tracker of the ILD
choice is a Time Projection Chamber (TPC) that provides pattern recognition with more than 200
space points.

2. Determining the EW couplings from differential cross sections.
At Born level the differential cross section for bottom-pair production can be written as follows:
ds
(e- e+ ! bb) ⇠ (Le Lb )2 (1 + cos qb )2 + (Le Rb )2 (1
d cos qb L R
ds
(e- e+ ! bb) ⇠ (Re Rb )2 (1 + cos qb )2 + (Re Lb )2 (1
d cos qb R L

cos qb )2
cos qb )2

(2.1)

where (Le Lb ) etc., are the helicity amplitudes (in this case, left handed associated to the electron and
b-quark) that contain the information about the underlying physics i.e. the electroweak couplings
to the photon and the Z or to new bosons. At the ILC, due to the polarised beams, we can probe all
four of these amplitudes at a fixed c.m.e.. In first approximation, for back-to-back topologies, the
cos qb is defined as the polar angle of the reconstructed momentum ~pbb = ~pb ~pb .
The helicity amplitudes in Eq. 2.1 have the following detailed form:
1
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The b-quark electroweak couplings to the Z-boson have been determined [1] by the LEP1
detector collaborations and the SLD Collaboration. LEP experiments extracted the value of sin2 qW
from the measurement of several observables as the partial width, Rb , and the forward-backward
asymmetry, AbFB . SLD did it from the measurement of the asymmetry in Z interactions with righthanded and left-handed electrons, ALR . A discrepancy of 3 standard deviations in sin2 qW was found
between the LEP and SLD observations. The most precise of both was the LEP1 measurement,
thanks to the higher luminosity acquired (⇠ ⇥20 times more than SLC). Despite the large difference
on integrated recorded luminosity, the SLD obtained a similar precision measurement due to the
benefits of having a polarised beam and reduced beam spot. Resolving this anomaly is a priority
for future e- e+ colliders.
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Le Lb µ

(2.2a)

Qe Qb +
LeZ LbZ
+
BW Z +
sin2 qW cos2 qW
LeZ 0 LbZ 0
+Â 2
BW Z 0
2
Z 0 sin qW cos qW

(2.2b)
(2.2c)
(2.2d)

f pol (S, A) = S pol (1 + cos2 qb ) + A pol cos qb

(2.3)

where f pol stands for the e- e+ cross section with a polarised beams. The S term is related to
the inclusive cross section while A is simply related with the AbFB without requiring a significant
correction.

3. Event reconstruction and selection
All results shown here are obtained using full simulation of the ILD concept. The size of the
analysed samples is the equivalent of 250 f b 1 for each of the processes.The experimental studies
are made for 100% beam polarisation. Final results will be scaled to the realistic beam polarisation
P(e , e+ ) = (±0.8, ⌥0.3) The events are generated at leading order using the WHIZARD 1.95 [10,
11] event generator. The hadronisation ,and final state radiation is simulated by the Pythia 6.422
event generator [12] which also models the B0 B¯0 oscillations. The ILD detector geometry and the
interaction of the particles with the detector are simulated within the Mokka framework interfaced
with the Geant4 toolkit [13, 14, 15]. The different reconstruction algorithms are implemented in
the ILCSoft toolkit. We make use of the tracking, b-tagging, particle identification in the TPC and
jet clustering algorithms described in Ref.[16]. The primary and secondary vertex reconstruction
has special importance for this analysis. Therefore they were optimised to fit the high precision
requirements of this analysis (see, again, Ref. [16] for more details).
2
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where Qe = 1, Qb = 1/3 are the electric charges of the electron and b-quark,respectively. LeZ =
Ie3 Qe sin2 qW , LbZ = Ib3 Qb sin2 qW , are the general form of the electroweak coupling to the Z.
Left-handed is defined by I3 = 1/2 and right handed by I3 = 0. BW Z = s/(s Mz2 ) is the Breit
Wigner of the Z-boson. Similarly is for the LeZ 0 and LbZ 0 but for new predicted resonances, Z 0 ,
resulting from a similar symmetry than the SM (i.e. SU(2)R ). This formula can be written for all
possible combinations Le Lb , Le Rb , Re Rb , Re Lb
The determination of Le Lb with high precision will be possible at the ILC running at 250 GeV.
We can safely assume that the Qe Qb part, the electric charges, would be known due to U(1)em
gauge invariance and that the standard model Z-boson couplings to the electron and b-quark (Eq
line. 2.2c) would be well measured at ILC GigaZ at the subpercent level of precision. Therefore,
ILC250 will be able to quantify contributions from new particles (Eq line. 2.2d). Beam polarisation
enables determining the chiral structure of the couplings to the new boson. Many theoretical models
predicte deviations for the right handed couplings that as of today are only weakly constrained by
experiment. Prospects on this will be given in Section 4.
A convenient rearrangement of the helicity terms in Eqs. 2.1 will be also used in the following:
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3.1 Charge measurement
After the selection of a highly pure bb sample, we need to determine the jet charges to reconstruct the angular distribution. The b quarks hadronise in 40% percent of the cases in B± -mesons,
40% of the cases in neutral B-mesons, 10% of the cases in strange B-mesons and 10% of the cases
into B-baryons. B-hadrons have lifetime of about ct = 400 500µm giving rise to well measurable
secondary vertices. Around 80% of the B-mesons yield charged Kaons in the final state. The Bmesons will then decay in D0 or D± mesons in about the 80% of the cases. We can infer the charge
of the originating b-quark by measuring the charge of the hadrons created in the b-quark hadronisation process. Therefore we can apply two methods to measure the charge of the b-quark. The
first method uses the charge of the secondary vertex based on micro-vertex tracking (Vtx-method)
and the second uses charged kaons identified in the TPC (K-method). Both methods rely on the
efficient and full reconstruction of secondary and tertiary vertices. While ILD has a 99% probability to reconstruct the relevant charged tracks, this probability falls to 96% for tracks connected to
the micro-vertex and having a significant offset. Revisiting the tracking and vertexing algorithms
to improve this value is an ongoing activity in the collaboration. This probability drops rapidly for
jets reconstructed at | cos qb | > 0.9 due to imprecise track reconstruction outside of the acceptance
of the micro-vertex detector. Modifying this geometry and/or prolonging the first layer of the barrel
is under consideration by the collaboration. Due to the high granularity of the ILD TPC, the power
of separation of kaons and other hadrons is large enough to provide kaon identification with high
efficiency and purity for jets with | cos qb | < 0.9 and momentum above 3 GeV. For this process,
kaons are identified with a purity reaching 90% at 88% efficiency.
The charge measurement allows us to attribute a sign to the reconstructed cos qb value. However a sign-flip may be induced due the possibility of B0 B¯0 oscillations, to missed tracks in
a reconstructed vertex and the misidentification of kaons. In order to correct for that, we apply
a double charge measurement in which we only keep events in which both jets have compatible
charges. Even in this case, it exists the possibility that both charges are wrongly estimated and the
total sign of the cos qb is inverted. To correct for this effect, we estimate the fraction of mistakes
3
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The event pre-selection proceeds as follows: we reconstruct events with two jets using the
Durham algorithm. Events that are subject to a radiative return to the Z-pole are rejected by a
combination of two cuts: we require that that the two jet system has invariant mass larger than
180 GeV and/or that if a photon is reconstructed inside of the detector, it should an have energy
lower than 40 GeV to remove events with a visible ISR photon. Further, a cut in the sum of the
two jet masses is applied: if the sum of the two jet masses is greater than 120 GeV, the event is
rejected. This cut helps reducing the impact of QCD final state radiation that dilutes the backto-back configuration of the two jets and also helps suppressing the remaining background from
ZZ events. For the final step of our pre-selection of e- e+ !bb, we suppress the most dominant
background, the e- e+ !qq (q = u, d, s, c), by requiring that one of the reconstructed jets has a large
b-tag value (b-tag> 0.9) and the other has at least b-tag> 0.2. These cuts allow for a consistent
selection of a bb dijet system with invariant masses between 200 and 250 GeV. The impact of these
cuts on the signal selection efficiency and the ratio of background vs signal is summarised in Table
1. This selection corresponds to a 10% correction with respect to the Born cross section. For the
angular dependence, this correction is much smaller (negligible for e-L e+R and ⇠1% for e-R e+L ).
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Figure 1: Left: measurement of the purity or probability of a correct assignment of the charge for the
different categories defined in the text. The numbers given in parenthesis correspond to the contribution of
each category to the final efficiency of selection of each category. The selection is made in a sequential way:
if an event is not in the first category, then we check the second and so forth. Right: Final efficiency of
selection as a function of cos qb

by using the events with the two jets with incompatible charge measurements. We separate our
sample (Nsample ) in two subsets: the accepted events with compatible charges in both jets (Na ) and
the rejected events with same charge measured in both jets (Nr ):
Na (cos qb ) = p2 (| cos qb |) · Nsample (cos qb ) + q2 (| cos qb |) · Nsample ( cos qb )

Nr (| cos qb |) = 2 · p(| cos qb |) · q(| cos qb |) · Nsample (| cos qb |)

(3.1)
(3.2)

where p is the probability of a correct assignment of the charge, purity, and q = 1 p. The purity value can be extracted by solving the Eq. 3.2 and then can be used to correct for migrations.
Moreover, since we have two different methods to determine the charge, we can perform the same
analysis for different combinations of the method to be used. The different combinations are classified in four categories: the charge of both jets measured by using the Vtx-method; same but using
the K-method; one jet charge measured with the Vtx-method and the other with the K-method; and,
finally, only one jet with charge measurement but with the two methods. The measured purities for
the different categories is shown in the left plot of Figure 1. The recovery procedure gives an
approximately constant p(cos qb ) except for the very forward region | cos qb | > 0.9 where there is
also a significant drop of efficiency. The total efficiency of the selection after applying the double
charge measurements is shown in the last row of Table 1 and in the right part of Figure 1. We
see that the efficiency is mostly homogeneous in the barrel region and drops sharply in the very
forward region due to lost tracks or partially reconstructed vertices.

4. Results
The angular distributions for the two polarisations after correcting for migrations and detector
inhomogeneities (see Figure 1 for both) are shown in Figure 2. The function described in Eq. 2.3
4
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cc̄
0.6 (1.2)
0.0 (0.0)

e-L e+
R !bb
Background processes [%] (B/S [%])
qq̄ (udcs)
gbb
ZZ
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Figure 2: Results of the fit described in Eq. 2.3 for pure left and pure right polarisations after background
subtraction and all corrections.

is fitted to both distributions restricted to | cos qb | < 0.8 to avoid the regions with large drops of efficiency. In both cases we see the perfect agreement between reconstructed distribution at detector
level and at parton level. The results from the fit can be extrapolated to match the realistic scenario
of ILC running at 250GeV in which 2000 f b 1 of statistics for different beam polarisations will
be collected. Table 4 summarises the results on the expected precisions. It shows the estimations
of statistical and systematic uncertainties. The main systematic uncertainties affecting the measurements are the background subtraction, the errors due to beam polarisation estimation and the
b-tagging efficiency. We assume that the background will be known at the ⇠ 1% level and that the
errors in the polarisation will be as the ones described in reference [4]. For the b-tagging efficiency
measurements we can follow a similar strategy as in Ref. [17]. Current studies show that the uncertainty on this efficiency can be measured at the 0.1% precision, including the possible effects of jet
correlations which are largely suppressed due to the small beam spot foreseen for ILC. A full study
and description of the systematic uncertainties estimation is left for a future publication. From this
table, the precision on the determination of the electroweak couplings can be derived. Furthermore,
these reconstructed distributions can also be interpreted assuming the presence of new resonances
as described in Eq. 2.2a.
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Table 1: Percentage of the signal and the different background events remaining after each selection step.
For completeness, the background to signal ratio (in % units) is also quoted.
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Selection Eff. [%]
Luminosity [ f b 1 ]
DS (syst.+stat.) [%]
DA (syst.+stat.) [%]
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Figure 3: Left: Expected precision on the b-quark electroweak couplings. Right: Expected number of
standard deviations for 3 RS models. For Djouadi [18] one assumes mZ 0 = 3 TeV. For the Peskin et al.
model [19], two versions are given, labelled as Peskin 4 and Peskin 5. For Hosotani et al.[20] one assumes
mZ 0 ⇠ 8 TeV for the 3 resonances.

The results on the expected precisions foreseen for ILC compared with LEP1 are summarised
in the left part of Figure 3. The level of accuracy foreseen would allow resolving unambiguously
the LEP1 anomaly. The accuracy opens sensitivity of the helicity amplitudes to propagators from
new bosons as they appear e.g. in Randall-Sundrum models. The right part of Fig. 3 shows that
masses of new Z’ bosons [18, 19, 20] that can be probed at ILC250.

5. Conclusions and prospects
This document summarises the results of a realistic analysis based on full detector simulation and reconstruction of e- e+ !bb processes at the ILC. The results show a large improvement
on the reachable precisions compared with previous experiments allowing for an unambiguously
resolution of the SLC/LEP1 anomaly in the sin2 qW , determination. Also discussed is a major advantage compared with other experiments with no beam polarisation: the power of separation and
the independent determination of the left and right handed components of the electroweak couplings. Several technical aspects of the analysis presented here are not discussed in detail but will
be covered in a future publication signed by the ILD collaboration.
In addition, similar studies but on e- e+ !tt are being also conducted within the ILD collaboration and will be a subject of another publication.
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stat + syst unc. [%]

Table 2: Estimation of the achievable precision on S and A described in Eq. 2.3
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